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THE FIRING OF
ROCKWELL GRAY

Another teacher was fired about a month Robert Paine, chairman of the department,
ago. That really isn't news, because it hap- has received a great number of letters propens all the time. All of our untenured fac- testing the firing.
ulty are constantly under scrutiny, and periIt's unfortunate that faculty review comodically subjected to re-evaluation. When mittees are forced to meet behind closed
an acqpemic department feels that its needs doors, and the faculty member is question
can be ·better met by another person·, for often is not aware that his case is being conany reason, that instructor usually is let go . sidered, and is rarely informed of the reason
The man to whom we're referring this for his firing.
time is Mr. Rockwell Gray of the English
We obviously have no information about
department. It was decided that he should ·the decision insofar as the vote tally or the ·
be replaced, but there were no political im- reasons for dropping Gray, but we do know
plications or personality conflicts involved . that the committee met twice, the second
The department simply wanted someone time for reconsideration of the vote.
else .
If there is such a great demand for Gray's
There's nothing unusual about Gray's retention, from students and faculty, it
story, except that a great number of stu- seems to us that it would be in the departdents, and many of his colleagues in the de- ment's interest to meet a third time, taking
partment, have come to his defense. Stu- into account the opinions of these people
dents are circulating petitions, and Dr. who are speaking out, since they probably

weren't heard before.
There is some question as to whether or
not a small committee of faculty, who may
not be fully aware of another's contribution
to their department, are really qualified to
judge such matters as retention. But it is fact
that such a method is used, iind we must
often suffer because of it.
· We support the concerned members of
our academic community who are fighting
for a man they believe well qualified to remain here. We urge all students wno wish to"
go on record as opposed to Gray's firing to
contact the students who are leading the
fight for him now.
The English department must call its review committee together once more, after
the members have digested this new testimony. Ifit doesn't at least reconsider, we all
lose.
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ROCKY GRAY ON HIS NON-RETENTION
I intend thi s to be an fra~k and me rely one of those technical and
brief open letter to students, facul- procedural moves that aim at achty, and administration officers of ieving greater fulfillment of the
Northeastern. My purpose is to "needs of the department"? Far
state what I see as the mistakes too much is said , as it is, these
and tnJ ustices surrounding my days about the need s of the departnon-rete ntion for the coming year ment, and far too little is tho ught
as a n instructor in the N orth- about the needs of all those students without who m the depa rteastern English D epartment.
Late in N o vember, 1969 I re- ment a nd it s members wou ld beceived notification on that the come a hos t of ghosts overn ight. In
Engli sh Dept. Rentention Com- addition, some members of the facmittee had recommended to Dean ulty and administration apparently
Goldberg that my contract not be feel that the on ly real q uestions in
renewed for the academic year of cases li ke mine is whet her the
1970-71 . The committee of my " procedural" aspects have been
colleagues who voted on my case correctly carried out. What aswas chaired by Dr. Paine, Chair- sumptions lie behind this thought?
man of the English Department ; Is there here an unvoiced conthe . remaining members we're viction that if we could only get
Messrs. Lease, DeVille, Liebow, channel s well-defined enough,
and Clark and Mrs. Patton. They then there would be no embarrasssent their decision to Dean Gold- ing and painful conflicts, no fundaberg and he, in turn, sent me the mental disagreements? The connotification letter. A few days lat- stant talk of procedure, protocol,
er, I spoke for almost an hour and and legal rights leaves out the esa half with Dr. Paine in an attempt sence of honest communication
to see how thi s decision had been and leads in the direction of the
arrived at and on what consid- "Newspeak" portrayed in George
erations it mad been . based. The Orwell's 1984. We get closer and
simple fact of the matter is that he closer to non-language when we
refused to give me any clear an- allow ourselves to indulge in diswer. His argument was that the luted words that cushion the blows
committee decision had been of real desagreement.
Let me return to what I believe
reac hed in a closed meeting a nd .
t ha t, consequ e ntly , he was under was the situation of the English
no o bligatio n to re vea l to nie Dept. Retention Committee when
what had gone on, nor even to they voted on my case originally.
speak of the reasoning behind the At that time they had solicited no,
d~i sion . When I pressed further current information from me re- .
in my questioning, Dr. Paine ad- · garding my .work, my progress tomitted that he had never yet seen a ward the Ph . D. This failure to ask
fully adequate way of evaluating the faculty member for a resume of
the work of teachers. T his led him where he stands is in itself conto the conclusion that the reasons trary to common practice, and cerbehind decisions on retention are tainly I must question just what
often " nebulous." I objected to information the.committee had bes
this O!} the grounds th.it very often fore it when it voted. I, for one,
suc h decisions seem to me to ha ve suspect that they had very little
ve ry specific but unstated a nd un- and that they thought very little
public ized reasons be hind them . about what they did know.
Three of my colleagues (Messrs.
During the course of my meeting with Dr. Paine, I suggested one Hoberg, Nemanic, and White)
or two issues I thought might have were disturbed along with me
borne weight in the committee's about the committee' s decision.
decision, but he again refused to These three directed a memo (a
give me any clear answer. In the copy of which is in this issue of the
vacuum created by this absence of Print) to the committee in which
frank and open discussion, any they urged a reconsideration of the
number of speculations can arise. I original decision. At the same
personally attempted to think, for time , the s e colleagues gave
example, that the Retention Com- up-to-date information about my
mittee finds that my . academic credentials and background and,
preparation does not coincide with as well, stated their estimate of my
what they feel to be " professional" teaching ability and fitness to work
sta ndards for English Dept. facul- in the English Department. In rety . l do not kno w that this is so, sponse to this memo Dr. Paine
fo r there has bee n no clear state- convened the committee again in
ment, but if in fact such a reason late January for the purpose of a
did figure in the decision, I would new vote. The outcome was essenemphatically disagree with what I tially the same; they refused to
su spect a re some ofmy colleagues' renew my contract.
Finally, need I say that not the
~~a nda rds for membership in this
least important injustice of this
profession of English teacher.
Probably the most serious ques- case is the failure by those who
tio n a rising in the " procedural" si- made and make the decisions to
lence, unde r the blanket of proto- seek out a nd truly listen to stude nt
col wrapped a bo ut my que stions, viewpoints. This is a problem that
is thi s: Was there, in fac t, a ny real goes way beyond my particular
and searching evaluation of my case, but it is certainly worth focase a t all , o r was the deci sion c using on in this specific setting. I

believe tha t it is well known that
ma ny membe rs of the N o rtheas te rn Engli sh De partment (not
to mentio n the fa culty a s a whole)
ha ve very poor rapport with the
students an a bsolute minimum of
the time a nd communicate wit h
the time .and communicate wit h
them ve ry little, if at all , in the
classroom. Wh y shou ld I be delicate and " diplo matic" here? As
I see it, some of the older tenured
members of the departme nt are
those ~: ho care least and think
least a boi.•t how the stude nt s see
things, a nd if it is precisely these
people (wit:-> exceptio ns here
a nd the re) who ma ke decisio ns
like th is one regarding my case,
j ust where is it that they get
their sense of how effective
anct valuable a teacner .is'! lt" l may
answer my own question, I must
say that I think they really know
very little about that dimension of
each other's work. Thi s lack qf
knowledge by the people in power ,
is a recognizable constant all
through our society today. It is no
surprise to find it at Northeastern, .
which is certainly not an isolated
case. But we can take no. consolation from the frequenc y of suc h
a lack, such a failure of response
to the voices of those who must '
tread their way through the mazes •
of the "system." In this case, those
voices belong, of course, to the
students, and it is they who have •
been consulted not at all in my
case and in countless parallel or
related cases and policy decisions.
O r perhaps they are consulted
here and there, but only in a perfuntory manner, not through deep
listening and long pondering. Naturally , many will say that the failure here lies with the students,
with their lack of initiative. But
this is a tired old protest often
given by those ·who are so convinced of their earnest desire to be ·
up with the times, to communicate,
to respond, that they can hear only
their own · tediously "sincere"
voices beating the air and wondering why--o,--why? --there is no response.
In another part of this issue of
the Print there is an article related
to my case. The~ you will find
names and numbers of people
working on organizing support.
May I ask that all who are interested consult that list and see either these people or me? We have
not as yet organized one single
large meeting, but that will probably be forthcoming soon . Following issues of the Print will no doubt
carry more news of what we are
trying to do.
Sincerely,
Rockwell Gray
Instructor in English
Ed. Note: More on Rockwell Grey
l! & 9.
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OPEN LETTER TO JEW HATERS
1 ne anti-semite has a blind, unreasoning hatred not only for the living, but for children as yet unborn,
a nd for people long since dea<;J .
- Witness the truth that many inc idents of anti-semitism take place

in cemetaries where graves_\pnes
are overturned or defac~d: In
short, tha anti-semite is psychotic
and insane.
Psychotics are made by abnormal degrees of anxiety and fru stra-

tion. The teeth ache, the ear hurts,
a man is sexually impotent, a woman frigid.
In the twentieth century, long

Tltt· "\orl h«·a~ler11

8

PRINT

Hello people. This week's Staffbox
contest' has been preempted by a special address from our illustrious Editor,
Ken Davis. The text of his address is not
printed in its entirety, but has been
edited . The tone or major message of
the ideas he was trying to express has
not bee n changed by t he e diti ng .
"I have taken thi s opportunity to ad dress those people who rea lly care
about the PRINT to ask them th is o ne
very relavant question concerning the
role the Editor should play in making
those everyday decision wh ich fa ce every top executive in the complex world
of college journalism. That question :
Why am I doing all the trivial work for
the PRINT? I would like to ask another
question of you while I have the opport<inity. That being : Where is all the tough,
deep and relevant stuff thot I' m supposed to be doing? Thank you ."
If you have been touched by this
heart-rendering appeal, then write
down your reactions on a scrape of
paper and send them down to the PRINT
office addressed to Ken Davis. Your
sympathy is appreciat ed .
The Northeastern PRINT is published
at Nortl\eastern Illinois State College,
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago . Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the administration and
need reflect the opinions of the individual contributor solely. Address comments c-nd letter s to E-45.

THE REGULARS
Indecent Exposure .. .. ..... . . .... Ken Davis
Rape . .. .. ......... . . .... .. ..... Larry Spaeth
A iding and Abetting ......... Lynn Musson
Aggravated Battery . .... ..... Dave Green
Pepping Tom . .... .. .... .. .. . . . Roger Bader
Riot inc itement .. .... .. . . . Conn ie M c Neely
ProstitUtion . . . .. . ... . .... . .. .Maura George
Racial Discrimination . . .. . . .. Bill Spreitzer
Conspiracy .. . . . .. ..• . .... . .. .Mike Gilmore,
Melody Cobleigh, Fred English, Barb Sie lecki, Cindy Dubas, Marn ie Fournier,
Madeline Poster, Frank Konrad, Steve
Mandell, Ron M iddleton, Sue Mason,
Rich Sears, Ellen Friedman, Barb Ulman,
Noree n Ciesielczyk, Monika Czehak, and
other crim inals
DEPARTMENTS
Corey' s Place .. .. . . . . . . Gene Corey
Mondo Crypto . . . Gary-Dale Stockmann
Environment al Quality .. Mickey Sagrillo
Del Breckenfeld . .. .. . Del Breckenfeld
Socia list Bulletin . . . . . . Hal Bluethman
French Thing . .. . . .. .. . . F. R. Ferrier
Cinema .. . . .. . . . . . . . James Martin
CELEBRITIES
Staff Member emeritus .. . . Marcella G .
Kruger
Polluter . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. Les Klug
Building Code Violator .. . .. Mel Skvarla
Thug . . . .. . . ... ... . . Dave Meissner
Poacher . . . . .. . . .. .. Chuck Stamps
Faculty Member of the Week ... . . .... .
Jaqueline Krump
Student of the Week .. Claudia Andersen
Slavedriver . .. . . . . . . Cliff Harralson
Sponsor {litterer) .. ... . . E. M . liebow

Nortlt<•a .,1n11 P RI N T Editorial P a m •/ : K e n Da l'is. E,lito r ; Lan:\· Spm,rl,. 811 .,·inc•.,;s Ma11a1,:er:

More Forum on pa~e 6

Ro,:C'I" B adN, Photo10·11p11y Edi!or; Dcn·id G rt'c'1t, Spo rt.,; Editor.
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CURRICUL UM ON SENATE FLOOR AT LAST

FACULTY CALLS OPEN
MEET NEXT TUESDAY

A rather large crowd gathered last Tuesday when curriculum was discussed at the Faculty Senate. ·At least as many students as
faculty attended, prompted by the Union of Students.

PRESIDENT SACHS

The subject of curriculum was discussed by faculty senators and students at
a special meeting of the Faculty Senate on
February 24. The meeting was called to
prompt discussion of the basic program
recommended by the Curriculum Council.
Dr. June Sochen submitted an alternate
proposal for consideration on behalf of
faculty senators w ho are dissatisfied with
the original proposal.
Dr. Sochen's proposed curriculum is
uniform for all undergraduates whereas
the requirements set up by the Curriculum
Council differ for the separate fields of
elementary education, secondary education, and libera l arts.
The proposed curriculum submitted by
Dr. Sochen would greatly reform existing
graduation requirements by cutting down
the basic program from 63 to 33 hours.
President Sachs opened discussion with
a statement stressing the desiriability of a

flexible curriculum which would leave the
student a greater choice planning his program.
Most of the faculty seemed to agree that
the student should be exposed to the basic
areas of human knowledge, but they had
trouble agreeing on which particular disciplines should receive the most emphasis .
At one point in the meeting, representatives of the various disciplines were engaged in heated discu.s sion over the importance of their own particular field.
Jay Byron, along with Chuck Greenberg, acted· as student spokesman. Byron
stressed the importance of a uniform curriculum of basic requirements for all students . This would facilitate the changing
of a major or the planned addition of a
business college in the near future.
Another problem arose with discussion
of the physical education requirement. Dr.
Gilbert questioned the inclusion of a three

hour requirement in P.E. and Dr. Frederick proposed an amendment to strike
out a P.E. requirement completely.
T he debate again raged between the
proponents of the sciences and those of
the humanities when Dr. Vogel suggested
delaying the vote on the proposed program . Dr. Sochen agreed that further discussion on the curriculum was needed.
Dr. Berlinger moved the meeting be
continued when Dr. Forslev suggested the
rules be suspended at the next meeting
permitting interested students to speak.
An amendment to that effect was passed.
Students will be given a chance to have
their opinions on a new curriculum considered by the Faculty Senate at its open
meeting next Tuesday at I :00 in the Auditorium. The proposed change in basic requirements is of interest to all students
and Tuesday students will be given a
chance to express that interest.

also at the meeting

Rem-e mber .. .

Fa~ulty
talks·
Curriculum
TUESDAY
1:00 - AUD
•

Trf4
June Soc hen (center) justifies her proposal
~ _.,,,.. _ • , • .. ., ..... ~

,,.
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About 60 people attended Wednesday's U of S meet, but the group now claims 175 members.

UNION OF STUDENTS ACTION GETS
COMMITTEES FUNCTIONING AGAIN
The three-week freeze on. student com-·
mittees ended last Wednesday night when,
through volunteers from the newly-formed
U nion of Students, Student Government
President C huck Greenberg was able to fi ll
every vacancy on every comqiittee. There
was even a surpl us of volunteers, and in
ma ny cases alternates were assigned.
T he Union of Students, formed three
weeks ago a t the same meeting at whic h
Greenberg a nnounced the freeze, is no t
·cc,n,1ected In any way Wltn student governme nt, which remains suspended with
G reenberg the sole remai ning member.
Since Greenberg is charged with assignment to committees on which students
serve, his decisio ns ha ve been coming under challenge. Unable to call electiQns to
the Senate at this time, Greenberg announced that he would seek advice and
recommendations from the U of S until
such time as a Senate can be elected .
Greenberg had announced the freeze because most operating committees were understaffed with students, putting the students at a disadvantage. He ordered all

students assigned to committee work by
the Senate to stop attending, leaving most
committees without quorum.
The U of S last Wednesday night expressed its desire to staff those committees
with its own membership, and Greenberg
agreed.
A s reported last week, the Ad-Hoc committee to write a C ommunit y Constitution
was staffed a week ago with fou r students -Julio Cruz, Jay Byron, Elaine Gertier, and Conrad Pitcher. The faculty members for that committee have not yet been
approved, but the committee should be
meeting-shortly.
The Concert Series Committee, involved in a minor controversy over the
V ienna Boys' Choir concert tonight, was
set back in motion with the assignment of
new members. Students now serving include Karen Ehrlich, Eugene Rinaldi, Bob
Alderson, Bill McClellan, Regina Jackson,
a nd Jay Katzman.
The controversy over tonight's concert
is centered around the report that, of the
seven hundred or so tickets released for the
concert, about six hundred have allegedly

been claimed by faculty and staff ~embers.
The concert is paid for exclusively from
student fees, a cost of $4,000 this time.
Greenberg promised a full investigation,
and was considering issuing an order that
ushers not accept tickets tonight. Instead,
the audience would be· admitted on a
first-come first- s.e rved basis. 'A quick
check with the ushers Saturday indica ted
that they were still planning to accept tickets tonight, though.
Greg Kmiec was assigned as the alternate to Chuck Greenberg on NISC's Administrative Council, a council of the college's deans, associate deans, vice-presi. dents, and .the President. One student vote
is allowed on the council, whic h is assigned to the student president.

What is generally regarded as the mosf
• important student committee, Student
Fees Allocations, was restaffed with some
new members. The new li st includes Davia
Balda uf, Elaine Gertler, Eugene Rinaldi,
Conrad Pitcher, John Hogan, Don Baumgartner, Jay Ka tzman, Jim Dobner and
Tom Shield s. Jay Katzman, who is a civil
service worker, has been challenged. It's
not known whether he will be replaced .
The Student Affairs Council, which
hears cases for students in a judicial fashion, was assigned six new members, Bruce
Rottner, Steve ·Mandell, Karen Ehrlich,
Julie Hartnett, Connie McNeely, and Tom
Shields. Only one voting seat was available, so the six agreed that they will caucus
for the vote. The two other regular members are Barb Sielecki and Bill Maki.
Twelve students were assigned to the
Curriculum council, which reviews the
basic curriculum. They are Jay Byron, Bob
H ewitt, John Hogan, Bonnie Klopacz, A nd rea Kolder, J ason Malinowski, Eugene
Rinaldi, Jim Schwandt, Bob Sheehan, A rlene Straus, Sue Vestuto, a nd Cathy Weid- ·
man.
The instructional Council , which deals
with make-ups, date changes, pass-fail
regulations, independent study regulations,
and other a ssociated matters, was staffed
with Susan Gaspar, Bruce Salus, Michael
Andrews, and Howard Green.
Bob Hall, Jim Schwandt, Andrea Kolder
and Margaret Priewisch have been assigned to the Building and Grounds Committee, which reviews and approves all
proposals for expansion or remodeling of
the existing physical structure, and the .
Free Film Series Committee, which selects
films to be shown on Tuesday evenings
here, was staffed with Grace Fuocco,
Joanne Power, and Nancy Brown.
In other action at last Wednesday's U ·of
S meeting, it was decided that the "open"
polic y adopted the previous week should
be ammended, so that faculty are welcome.
to all meetings of the _Union, but may not _
become members, entitled to a vote . It
was pointed o ut that there are several faculty organizations on ~ampus which do not
allow students a vote, a nd that the Union
of Students should be an exclusive representation for students.

,

•

Going to the Psych
Club dinner at
Dr. Kuzuhara's house?
I

I

Maps are a vailable in
Roo_m C-519

.

CONSIGNMENTS WANTE
Jewelry, Clot_h es, Pottery, etc.
at

PRESENCE.
2926 Broadway
. • -~. ,.u:

·- - ----------~-- --

Greenberg, restaffing committees
i ,\,. ·#
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RECRUITER COMMITTEE GETS
ITS WAY ON SUSPENSION
"In accordance with authority delegated
to me by President Jerome Sachs and so
·stated in his memorandum of this date to
the Military Recruitment Policy Committee- and in accordance with a recommendation of this committee, approved ii, a
meeting of this date- I wish to request that
(Mrs. Gallagher, Director of the Placement
office) arrange a postponement of the U.S .
Marine Corps recruitment officer (s)' visit
arranged.for March.3 ."
Such was the wording of a directive from
Dean William Howenstine's office to the
Placement office last Friday, in accordance
with the Military Recruiter Policy Review
Committee's earlier request that a March 3
visit by Marine recruiters be postponed.
The Review committee had attempted
several times, without success, to have
President Sachs suspend recruiting, but the
requests had not been honored. President
Sachs, within hours of the committee's
regular meeting time last Friday, had sent
word to the committee that, after consideration, he felt the authority to suspend
recruiting should be Howenstine's, since
placement comes under the services of the
Dean of Students' office.
At its ·Friday meeting, the Recruiter
committee reasserted its belief that it
would be improper for recruiters to be
allowed on campus while the policy was
under review. The request for suspension
was made this time to Dean Howenstine,
who released the suspension directive to
the office of Placement that same afternoon.
The committee became noticeably tangled Friday in a maze of bureaucracy. The
hour was spent discussing whether or not
to allo_w visitors to speak, and whether the
recruitment suspension should apply after
the committee concludes its work.
A motion was made that a referendum be
held, to sample opinion about recruiters.
The motion, made by faculty member
Mitch Vogel, read "there shall be a referendum at Northeastern for students to
sample opinions on recruiting."
Faculty member Duke Frecerick at-

tempted to ammend that students and faculty be polled, but Vogel would not accept.
It was suggested that both._be polled separately. This was accepted by both parties.
No date was decided for the referendum,
and there was great disagreement on the
wording of the ballot.

It was decided that the committee members should individually draw up' proposais
for the ballot, for discussion
the next
meeting.
That next meeting was to have occurred
yesterday. Whether or not a final dec;ision
was reached was not known by press timi:::.

at

GOLDBERG SPEAKS OF
UNIONS , REPRESENTATION
by Frank Konrad
NISC's dean of faculty , Dr. Goldberg,
was asked for comments regarding · the
PRINT article on the Cook County Col:
lege Teachers Union and the CCCTU's
opinion of collective bargaining.
The CCCTU has charged that the
present administration is blocking an election which will determine if the majority of
faculty are in favor of collective bargaining.
Dr. Goldberg has stated that he has no
opposition to such an election .
Dr. Goldberg also said that he , is not
inclined toward a union organization in
higher education and prefers the present
method of working through the AAUP. He
said that organizing college instructors into
a union will lock-step people for promotions and salary, which he does not feel is
conducive to academic excellence. He supports the present system of promotion by
merit.
·
Dr. Goldberg made it clear that he is not
against all unionization. He was an active
member of the Chicago Teachers Union,
serving as a member of that body's House
of Representatives.
He responded to the CCCTU's fears
that the faculty may not have an adequate
voice in college affairs, by saying that our
president and most college presidents; do
not act unilaterally.
He personally felt that some changes in
the present situation must be made and

CLASSIFIED
D... Kochman leads discusJion at Newman Center
Sunday, March I, at 7:30 - be there!
For Sale : Good used trumpet" with brand new case.
$85. Call 262-8597.
See the Minx in the "A" Lounge.
Hey Mel - what was the crack about keeping a
boyfriend far?? dim.
Ken Davis : Roses are red;' violets are blue;' The
pledges of LSA are in love with yau. (Yau blush
nice.) Pledges.
Girl, 20's, to share with same student at NISC.
Furnished apt., near transportation. 1400 W. and
Haward. $45 a ·month. Call Joyce, 787-6206 after 4
P.M . .
The Carn Cellar needs performers If so, call 583-6109.

interested??

!(ee Kee Brown Fan Club forming . Interested?? ·see
C.M. al Print off.
Hat off the Press. Union of Students meeting in
B-lounge, 7 PM tonight.
Ron, you can break in on my orgy any time. laura

& Mike.
Sublet: small furn., air-cond itioned, apt. $ I 37.50 a
month. 6700 N. California, available now. Call Mrs.
Revkin 432-0883.
Happy oirthday, Gerry Hirshman
crazy g irls. ·

-

from some

Anyone interested in child care in the home, call
Mrs. Merritt at 271-4173.
Unfair ! Unfair! Fred English's BMOC campaign gets
celestial guidance from Mondo Crypto. Unfa ir!
Signed - All other candidates.
Mother Rosenburg . .. Take us with you??? M and
K
Down with the wall #66 and #67.
All hail! Julius the Just, or is it Zeig Heil?
What is the Corn Cellar anyway? A great coffee
house - come Fridays and find out far yourself.

Dr. Goldberg

feels that the decision-making should be
shared by the entire college community, by
students and administration as well as faculty. He also mentioned the possibiJity of
involving the civil service personnel, whom
he felt are also an important part of the
college community. Dr. Goldberg stated
that he is in favor of a community constitution.

This is to thank the young man Tom Klein, who so
kindly started my car and made sure I was abl e to
continue on my way when I was stuck in the middle
of our main road in the parking lot last week.
Thank you again - A distraught woman driver.
Did you know classifieds are FREE in PRINT? Ju1t

bring ' em down!
Julius Hoffman, Please convert.
Jim Hansen, call your rabbi, he has an important
message far you.
Mondo Crypto, Why have you abandoned us?
FE beware

of JI-I and JI-I beware of FE

The Philosophy Club (remember them?) is alive and
well and living in Argentina.
I'd like to thank everybody far all th e soap. Now I
d!>n'I have to buy any far the next seven years . I'm
not so dumb. Griff Pitts.
rosenposter

Faculty
Constitution
Revision
Committee

What goes on· in ·t he PRINT darkroom?
JI-I, have you been ill?
Adolf Hitler is alive and well and living in Julius
Hoffman.
Does she? or doesn't she? only her hairdresser and
her boyfrien ds know far sure.

I want to find out about President Sachs. Steve
Mondell
725-867-0419.
Sogrillo polutes.

l :00 Friday

"There is no poverty in Chicago .. , The pollution
problem in Chicago isn't serious . . . We need a
third major airport in the lake . . . O ' Hare and
Midway ore enough for the time being." Mayor
Daley
April 22nd is Notional Earth Doy
"A triumph of the American Judical System"
Richard Daley
Julius Hoffman is the father of his own half-brother

ROMANCE
BY COMPUTER

·ANNOUNCING

THE HELP SEND LORNA
TO FLORIDA CONTEST

Does it Work? Get the Facts
For a FREE Questionnaire
Call 372-4829 (24 hrs.)
Or write to:

CUPID COMPUTER SERVICE
111 No. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60602

You are cordially invited to participate in this exciting PRINT contest, in
\\'.hich everyone wins! Here's all you do. Send us all the extra cash you have
lying around. If we raise enough · money to send Lorna to Florida, every
contestant will receive an autographed postcard from Lorna in Miami Beach.
Fun? You bet. But remember, entries must be in by tomorrow morning, and
be . sure
a ve ypur: mailing
address
with
your
entry.
,
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A .A. (Sammy} Rayner's Headquarters: 326 E. 51st
Fa 4-2605
let's get out of Viet Nam so we can picket to getout of Laos so we can demonstrate to get out of

Cambodia so we can .. .
Is Julie Hartnell really from Mundelein!
Help Stop Pollution
I 09 N . Dearborn.
641 -5575
Repress repression!

Hi, R:asputino!
C.G. - We're sorry, You're forgiven
J.B., A.S., & LR.

. . . cont. on pg. 11

continued from page 2
after Jeffe..-son, Franklin, the Constitutioo, and the Bill of Rights,
long after- the invention of plumbing an4 mc;>Vies, the world witnessed the systematic slaughter of
six million men, women, and children fO£ no reason other than that
they were Jews or that one of their
grandp:m:nts had been a Jew.

is being flown in many colleges
such as Northeastern, and in many
of our nation's cities and towns.
The swastica is a symbol of
_mass murder, and the man who
identifies with the swastica has
murder in his heart.
If you Jew haters again see genocide on the horizon for the Jews,
then you damn sure see it for the
Today in America, the swastica people of color.

f.-$

The people of color are not going to play Jews with you, and we
are also going to strike a death
blow at you. We know who you
are around this nation and even at
Northeastern Jim, Bob, Jim and
David .
Bobby Lee
Field Representative
Rainbow Coalition

Brothers

1

SAT., MAR. 14, 8:30 •

OPERA HOUSE

Tickets: $6,00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00 ·
Tickets NOW at Box Office, or at all Ticketron outlets, Marina City,
and all Marshall Field & Company, Montgomery Ward and Crawford
stores. By Mail send check or money order with self-addressed
envelope to Opera House, 20 N. Wacker, O,icago, 111.

NOISY LIBRARY DISGUSTS HER
As I sit here in the library -I am
disgusted with the conduct in
he~. I dare say most of us who
have made the move into the library .came for a quiet atmosphere
in which to study. At this point I
have given up. It seems that some

people have found the library as a
place for discussion of registration
and other personal topics.
I can see by the expression on
people's faces that they are also
disturbed. I hope this will alert
these "talkative" people to stay

out of the library if they intend to
talk about their personal lives.
I don't care to be disturbed
while I am trying to study. Studying is hard enough without a constant mumble of voices.
Pat Gurrieri

.
8est picture of the year."
-

11

Roger Ebert. Sun-Times

A LETTER FROM A G.I.
·•...On the fifth of February were
in agroup smoking grass. Without
warning, led by a major, a group of
NCOs and officef's opened up with
M- I 6s and the major wielded a
.45.

age, and now they are pending
trial-not the major, but the men
who were shot at! On cl}arges that
have nothing to do with grass, or
that night.
"Suddenly, this man declares a
pot smoker such a dread menace
.. Men were run down, beaten, to society he should be killed on
and put to wodc .digging holes for sight. His words the next day
the next 24 hours-yet none pos- were, "I should have killed the
sessed the drug, hence no charges bastards, you can be sure the next
WCR pi'cssed and no arrest made.
time I'll shoot to kill." Yet he did
uMen reacted by - pressing try hard to kill them the first time ...
chugcs on the-major and entour- _ "I'd like to know what the real

silent majority - the youth- feel
about G. I .s living in fear from two
enemies out to kill them."
The above episode happened in
Viet Nam. That letter was received from a G.I. who is then<
now. He would like to know the
opinion of our school - faculty and
students. Please leave your reactions at the Print office. Thank
you.
Phyllis Candando
P .S. Your reactions will be sent to
him.

CINEMA:JAMES MARTIN

"Z"; AND "THE MINX"

u : you have not yet seen "Z", now con- i~ long run at the Cinema
'llleatn; Y(lll are missing one of the most
:moving fibn-. in recent years. "Z" is more
than just a first-rate political thriller, (it is
'that also), it is a serious contemporary social statement. "fne French-made film may
~ the story of ..the Lambrakis affair," but
ita,uldjustaseasily be the story of political
as53Sc5ination in the U.S.A., or Latinr
America.-o.- anywhere. It has a • tragic,
universal theme.
"fne film tdls the story of a political as-sassioation which took place in Greece in
May 1963, and .came to light over a period
of the next several months. The object of
the-assassination plot was Gregorios Lambrakis, a professor of Medicine at the University of Athens, and a Deputy aligned
with the E.D.A. Party, (union of Democratic Left). Lambrakis. (played by Yves

~umg in

Montand in the film), was struck by a truck
while leaving_ a speech he had made to an
assembly of the Friends of Peace and died
three days fates. The incident was originally called "a regrettable traffic accident,"
and nearly closed. Only thru a series of discoveries and the persistance of the E;xamining Magistrate did the whole truth come
to light over a period of months, much to
the distress of a large number of gov't. officials.
What is most frightening about this true
story is the fact that the murder was not the
work of "one deranged individual," but
was rather due to the planning and plotting
of numerous gov't. officials at the highest
levels: One man, who dared to speak out
against gov't. policy is systematically done
away with by those in power because of his
beliefs . and what he stands for--a theme
-which rings close to home.

Chicago Avenue at Michigan,

Cinema Theatn

Matinees Daily• far studeld 1111•11

Yves Montand gives a compelling, compassionate performance as Lambrakis in his
short appearance as does Irene Papas as
his troubled, but devoted wife. Jean-Louis
Trintignant is unswaying and methodical as
the Examining Magistrate who is determined to uncover the truth, although he,
too, at first believes it to be an accident. A
good supporting cast addl? to the believability of the film, and enhances its excellence.
Costa-Gavras, a Greek ex-patriot, whose
first film "Sleeping Car Murder" was well
received in both Europe and the States, reveals to us, in a series of well-controlled
accumulative revelations what in fact is the
whole truth behind the "accident." In
doing so he makes us understand what motivates his characters--love and peace on the
one hand;--fear and ignorance on the other. He is able to make a technically brilliant
and exciting film which is at the same time a
powerful political statement of the first
magnitude--a feat many directors have
failed at. As the letter Z says in Greek: "he
lives;" so should the memory of this film
live in our minds for some time to come.
It is without question one of the most important films of this or any other year and
richly deserves its Academy Award nominations, including best film arid best direct.o r. It is only said perhaps, that this excellent film had to be made in France, as it,
the letter Zei, and most of the film's makers
are banned in Greece. That should not prevent those of us who are able to see it from
learning from it, however.

rates call: WN 4-•7

Student rates are now available for
groups of 20 or more, as are matinees. If
you are interested, check your paper for the
number to call.
Playing at the Oriental Theatre is an exploitation film called 'The Minx." It's one
of those new breed of movies that we somehow have spawned which can't decide
whether to be a serious skin-flick or a halfserious melodrama. In the process it succeeds at neither one. (I suspect it didn't try
very hard).
The film is better than what you'd expect
most soft-core pornography to be; because
it has a plot; but it is worse than just about
any other film you might see because it does
nothing with the plot. The acting is atrocious (including a wooden Jan Sterling),
and the stilted dialogue is delivered a~
if by mannequins. Yet somehow, the film
does have some good qualities. For instance, there is some good photography
with good color, and it does have The
Cyrcle (what are they doing there?), appearing and playi11g the sound track.
What the film amounts to is a high-class
sex-ploitation film which tries to gain respectability by bringing us a relatively big
name actress and a pop recording group. It
doesn't come off well, however, and is hardly worth the money; although judging from
the size of the afternoon crowd, it will have
a good run and earn money. In fact, the
manager- informs me that it will run at least
until March 18, at which time "Airport"
comes in to clear the air.

GUEST SINGER A BIG HIT
The Spanish Club of NISC invited famous Mexican singer, Antonio Velazquez,
for a concert last Tuesday during activity
hour.
'
Cultural interchange was a success
through the variety of songs chosen from
various Latin American countries, in
which he also included the United States.
A rapport .was immediately achieved by

the distinguished performer. His styllzed
singing, his friendly humor, and his allaround amiability, captured the hearts of
the large audience in attendance. ,
The Spanish Club wishes to invite everyone to attend the forthcoming Poetry
Contest, and also see the "flick," Angelitos
Negroes, coming on Ma!ch 26th_. __ . _ _= ......
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"J SJ Presents
The .Heatles
'Get Back'
Album"

BusH
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I
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where

chicken dinners
4 to 7 every sunday
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DEL
BRECKENFELD
Re~ember "The Great White Wonder," the bootlegged album made from stolen · tapes of Bob DyIan's performance of previously unreleased old
recordings? Well, now on the market is another
bootlegged album made from " stolen" tapes of,
believe it or not, The Beatles. The only difference
from the Dylan's album is that these Beatie tapes
are taken from the soon to be released, "Get
Back" Album, instead of being comprised of old
material.

swingles nite'

·wednesday

·b ar drinks
25c for unescorted girls

film festival
thursdays

The album is on JSJ Records and is entitled
"Get Back and More." It is available in most
progressive record stores and in some cases, is
sold only under the counter. Like the Dylan
album, these Beatie tracks are unmixed, uncorrected and all around crude. In fact, the whole
album was copied at too fast a speed. Included
in the package are different versions of such
familiar tunes as "Don't Let Me Down," " Ballad of John & Yoko," "Let it be," and, of
course, "G_t!t Back." Other standout new originals are " We're on our Way Home," "I've
Got a feellin," and " Across The Universe."
If you're a fan of the early Beatles, you'll
really appreciate these songs because they
are a mixture of Beatles circa 66-67 and
Country & Western. Don't get me wrong,
the songs are not regressive, it's just that
they're more similiar to their earlier style
then their more recent albums. The songs
contain accoustic guitar background with
Lennon-McCartney harmony remeniscent
of "Rubber Soul." (When the "Get Back"
album on Apple is definitely released, I'll
go into the songs in more depth).
·

w.c. fields
our gang

laurel &
hardy

I was just thinking how impossible it
would be to steal a master tape,especially
if that tape belongs to the Beatles. After a
recording session, there are usually only
two master tapes of the dub-downs. I
know for a fact that the Beatles' tapes
are kept with utmost security. For this
reason a friend and I came up with this
theory; suppose the Beatles allowed
these tapes to get "stolen" while the
real album was being held back for a
period of six months. This way, The
Beatles wouldn't have to pay Capitol
dance to the intimate ~ounds of the Records in America their cut for distributing the real album. The tapes are
very imperfect (with "Across The
Universe-- being repeated the second time with echos added), but nevertheless, there is a spontineity
which is not present on any other
Beatie album .Maybe The Beatls felt
that by letting the basic tracks be
released, they could get their real
music to the people before overproduction. Since The Beatles own
Apple, they are really not cheating
the organization out of any money
if they are payed for the sales of
the bootlegged album~ Regardless
t
of my explanation for' the appearance of this album, it is still a
priceless new plastic for any body
who is interested in the unpasteurized Beatles.

and

Ron
Polo
'Trio

fridays & saturdays
always something
. happening .at the

How ironi c it is . .. the
anonymous producers of the
Bot? Dylan bootlegged album
· (Great White Wonder) are plait-,
ning to sue whoever has been
producing their own "Great
White Wonder" made from the
1547 howard 1 ½ w. of sheridan rd.
tracks of the "original!' stolen
Bob Dylan albu·m. Try to figp.s. no cover - no minim_um
th t
t 1111
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ure a one ou .. ..

B.B.

M.A. APPROVED FORGEOGRAPHY
The M.A. in Geography has been approved by the Board of Governors. This
satisfies a long standing demand among
geography graduate students. It will undoubtedly broaden the basis of enrollment
in the Master's program. With the urgency
of pollution and environment studies, it
will permit the department to assume its
full responsibilities in those areas.
There has also been an increasing demand for courses dealing with the marine
environment. This summer three field
courses are offered by the Geography Department, all carrying three semester
hours of credit. A detailed announcement
will be soon released; advance information
can be found in the Schedule of Classes
booklet on page 40.
To answer recurring questions concerning programs in Oceanography we are
· listing below the various alternatives for
students interested in a degree in Geography . with concentration in oceanography
and related subjects. The "old" .course in
oceanography h~s been dropped and
Oceanography I and Oceanography I I
have been substituted.
The following are, in summary, the requirements for either a B.A. or M.A. in
the Geography Department, as they now
stand.
1. B.A. in Geography. Nine semester
hours in each of the following areas: physical geography, human geography and six
hours in regional geography and six hours
of geography electives. The electives and
six of the nine hours of physical geography maybe taken in marine sciences
courses.
2. B.A . in Geography-Secondary Education. Six hours in each physical, topical,
regional geography and twelve hours of
electives. The electives and three hours of
physical geography may be taken in ma-

ri ne sciences courses.
3. B.A. in Geography-Elementary Education. Three hours in each of physical,
economic, cultural and Anglo-American
geography, plus twelve hours of geography electives. The electives may be taken
in marine sciences courses.
4. M.A. in Geograpy. The requirements
include 27 credits in geography and six for
thesis. Three courses (3 credits each) are
required: Cartography, Statistics for Earth
Sciences and Geography; and Scope and
Philosophy of the Geographical Sciences.
The remaining I 8 credits may be taken in
marine sciences .courses, and the program
must be organized systematically under
the guidance of the faculty adviser. The
thesis should be written in an area of concentration. A final examination is administered by the faculty of the Geography Department.
5. M .A. in the Teaching of Geography.
Course requirements are I 8 credits in geograpy-nine in education and six for
thesis. The thesis requirements are the
same as those for the M .A. in Geography.
The only required geography course is
Scope and Philosophy of the Geographical
Sciences (3 credits). The three education
courses totaling nine credits are Principles
of Curriculum Development; Television
and Related Instructional Media; and Research in the Classroom Teaching of Geography. The remaining 15 credits may all
be taken in µiarine sciences courses.
Students may substitute for a thesis two
major research papers to be written under
the guidance of two geography faculty
members. However, in such cases, six additional credits must be taken in geography courses (marine sciences courses
qualify also), and the degree will be considered as terminal rather than leading to
further studies.

SOC OFFERS
The department of Sociology will be Offering Field Studies I and Field Studies II,
a newly introduced sequence of courses
during the sixteen-week summer trimester
beginning in May.
This is the first time these courses are
being offered simultaneously. They may be
taken concurrently for credit if desired.
The courses will require very infrequent
class meetings, since their focus will be on
volunteer community field service of approximately four hours weekly per course.
There will be a wide range of possible

field service of approximately four hours
weekly per course.
There will be a wide range of possible
field placements available. Examples include Crisis Phone clinic, Headstart teaching aide, assistants at mental hospitals, service to halfway houses for former mental
patients, settlement house work, and youth
group work.
Mrs. Marion Rognas will instruct the
courses, and she will be available in OA-11
for further information.
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EQ will n~t appear "this week for lack of enthusi11-s~ on the part of the author.

Northeastern ,I llinois State College
andthe
'
Chicago Biology Round Table
Proudly Presents, on March 7, 1970,
9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon
College Auditorium
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

A Biology Workshop On
''INQUIRY TEACHING IN BIOLOGY"
Guest Speaker
Mr. Stanley Wejnberg
Author of Biology: An lnquiry_Irito Nature of Life
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THE NON-RETENTION OF ROCKWELL GRAY
At the close of the fall trimester Dr.
Goldberg sent a letter to Mr. Rockwell
Gray informing him that the English department Faculty Retention committee had
decided against renewing his contract. This
committee, Dr. Paine presiding, is composed of Doctors DeVille, Lease, Clark,
Liebow, and Patton. All are tenured members of the department.
In its letter to Mr. Gray the committee
stated that the tenured members of the department had evaluated his possible contributions and, by means of a vote, indicated
the needs would be better met by another
whose specific training might better fit thetr
department needs.

tell the bases for its decision, to describe the committee is Dr. Farr and its secretary is
reasoning behind it, or make public how the
Dr. Nissim-Sabat. This committee will rn.members voted. .
.
vestigate, again behind close doors, · the
Because it seemed unlikely that without
procedure employed by the English departevidence the committee could make an
ment Faculty Retention committee. It will
evaluation of " possible contributions," be- allow evidence such as letters and petitions
cause the committee has never stated what · by students and faculty, tenured or not, at
"specific" training is necessary, and be- · this time. If it feels compelled to do so, it
cause "department needs" in the past and will hold a meeting to receive testimony by
presently are in conflict with the students' students and faculty .
needs, a number of former students of
Because •the Academic Freedom and
Rockwell Gray sent letters to Dr. Paine and Welfare committee will not determine if the
Dr. Goldberg expressing their evaluation of needs of the students will be disregarded
his ability. They requested his contract be due to the firing of Rockwell Gray, (They
renewed.
will determine only whether or not the deciMr. Nemanic, Mr. Hoberg, and Mr. sion was made according to standard operWhite at this time sent a letter to the com- · ational procedures.) a number of students
Prior to receiving the letter, Mr. Gray mittee giving evidence of his specific train- are circulating petitions for English majors
had been given no indication by the. com- ing, qualifications, and an evaluation of his to sign that read as follows :
mittee that his work was in some wa:y unsa- teaching ability. They recommended that
We, the undersigned (past or present stutisfactory. Their decision was reached with- · his contract be renewed.
dents of Mr. Rockweil Gray and!or English
out having contacted Mr. Gray in regards
majors), protest the dismissal of Mr. Gray.
to his progress at the University of Chicago
In January Dr. Paine called a committee It has been our experience that his methwtiere he has been working on his doctomeeting for the purpose of a second vote. odology encourages student participation
rate. No evaluation by students who have
Since the committee is closed and one can- and interaction. Such an atmosphere has
been exposed to Mr. Gray in a classroom
not be quite sure what criteria is being used proved conductive to our personal and litsituation was sought. Members of the dein their deliberations, ' it is not known erary enrichment. We strongly urge the
pAi-tment such as Mr. Hoberg, Mr. Bates,
whether all the members were exposed to English department and the AdminisMrs. Williams·, Mr. White, and Mr. Nemaic
the letter~-of the students and faculty, br tration to re-hire Mr. Gray, recognizing, as
who either have worked with him on the
even if their contents had anything to do we do, his superior abilities as an instructor
American English Trimester or were in
whatsoever with their basis of judgement. of literature. The retention -of instructors
cl® contact with his work with students,
There is no way of knowing if the vote the caliber of Mr. Gray is imperative, _if the
were not contacted for an evaluation.
changed the second time. In any event the English department is to maintain and imanswer was the same. No.
This committee, closed to the students
prove the quality of English education.
and non-tenured faculty members, does not
Rockwell Gray has now made an appeal
There has been a complete disregard for
rely on concrete evidence for its deliberto the Academic Freedom and Faculty students opinion in this case. Not only has
ations, and is under no legal obligation to
Welfare Committee. The chairman .of .t,his our opinion been ignored, but we stand to

lose an excellent teacher. For these reasons,
we feel that a double injustice has been perpetrat~d upon the students ofNISC and Mr.
Rockwell Gray."
Students co-ordinating the petitions are
Carol Carlson 718-7376, Chris Grosch MI
2-5472, Muriel Marks 432-0699, and S.J.
Pantos 583-4i57. These people and others
are circulating the petitions which will be
submitted to the committees and President
Sachs. Copies of the petitions are in Miss,
Carlson's carrel # 100. It is located in the·
corridor south of the library, across from
the PI building. There is also a copy on Mr.
Gray's desk in office D-18.
English majors who are concerned wit,h
the quality of teaching in the department,
students who have been in Mr. Gray's
classes, and those people concerned with !
students evaluation of teachers are invited,
to join the students & faculty already in- ·
volved. They can do .so by calling these
people. The students in the first two categories are urged to write letters of evaluation and, at this poi'nt, should submit
them either to Mr. Nemanic or to Mr.
White (instructors in English,) Their office
is D-18 and their mailboxes are at the entrance to the "D" section.
Rockwell· Gray has office hours from
9-12 Wed. & Thurs. in D-018. His home
phone is 935-8666. Students .and faculty
who care to discuss his case and, at the same
time, get together on the larger issues involved, are invited to do so as soon as possible.-

FACULTY CONCERNED OVER FIRING
The following memo was sent to Dr.
Paine, English department chairman, by
three faculty members, Harry White ,
Thomas Hob erg, and Gerald Nemanic ,
"Urging Gray's retention.
DATE:
January 13, 1970

Our purpose in addressing the committee is to express concern over the decision not to retain Rockwell Gray. We do
not wish this expression of concern to be
construed as a challenge to the committee's pre·rogatives. However, we feel
that an appeal, based on our close ohservations of Mr. Gray as a teacher and
colleague, may influence the committee
and possibly change its decision. Since the
deliberations of the committee are confidential and therefore the' reasons for ·Mr.
Gray's non-retention are unknown to us,
we must argue to a number of possible
criteria which may have lead to your decision.

1: Progress toward the Ph.D.
Since beginning a doctoral program in
the Committee .on Social Thought at the
University of Chicago in 1967, Mr. Gray
has completed all but five hours of course
work. He is currently preparing for oral
exams to be taken in the late summer of
this year, and during the 1970-71 academic year, he expects to complete a dissertation on "The Image of ~an in Selected · Modem Writers" (e.g., Joyce,
Mann, Dostoevski, Melville, Proust). This
seems to us solid evidence of consistent
advance toward a doctorate which places
Mr. Gray's area of specialization well
within the scope of our department's
needs . .
II. Honors, Fellowships, Publications
The list seems to us unusually impressive: Phi Beta Kappa, Brown University
(1960); James Manning Scholar (all ·A
grades), Brown University (1960); Futbright Fellow, University of Madrid
(1960-61); Woodrow Wilson Fellow, Co-

the literary review of the University of
Concepcion, Chile, in 1965.
Ill. Fitness for the department
It has become apparent that the department intends to expand its offerings in
general humanities and comparative literature. Mr. Gray's previous educational
and professional experience abroad, his
· 'expertise in foreign languages and literatures, and his current work in the Committee on Social Thought uniquely qualify
him for professional work in these areas.
He has already helped develop a number
of the ·new programs in the department,
including Independent Studies and the
English Trimester. It seems clear to us
. that if the department continues a policy
of expansion and experimentation Mr.
Gray could become a vital force in its
implementation.

IV. Teaching ability
Only those who have worked closely
with Mr. Gray could be thoroughly aware
of his extraordinary teaching ability. The
opinion many department members may
have of Mr. Gray's performance might be
founded on his role as faculty assistant irt'
Literature and Writing I - an arrapgement which we agreed showed to no one's
advantage. However, each ofus has either
observed him regularly with students, attending his classes, or taught with him. We
have found that Mr. Gray has stimulated
much enthusiasm and intellectual curiosity, not by cheapening himself or his sul?ject, but through the direct appeal of his
learhing, intelligence and sensitivity for
literature. We have also noted a self effacement, patience ana genuine responsiveness which encourages thoughtfulness
in even the poorest students. When Mr.
Gray meets with students there is never

Next Wee

le

the appearance of rote learning or patterned r-esponses, but rather a sense of
creative intellectual experience carried on
with sincere dedication.
The evidence of this exceptional rapport should be apparent to all. Whether·
Mr. Gray is in the halls, lunchroom or
office one always sees students engaged in
discussion with him. His work with students outside the classroom, .usually involving many hours each week of independent study and small group discussions, is
well known by students and colleagues
who have worked with him. Clearly, he
has devoted much of his own time to the
welfare of the department and college
without regard for official recognition or
compensation .
We can ill afford to tum our heads from
exceptional teachers in this or any other
college. With students across the nation
demanding exactly those qualities of personal service from our faculties which Mr.
Gray illustrates in abundance, we need
think twice before letting him easily escape to another college. We need think
twice also about the morale and well being
of our own students, about to be deprived
of one of the very best teachers on the
campus.
Committees like our own are deliberating similar cases in colleges-and university throughout the country. The question
of the relative merits of scholarship, teaching and possession of the doctorate are
still central in this deliberations. We ask
that a balanced judgment, whether based
on those criteria or others, be reached. We
must protect the excellent teacher whose
scholarly publications amount to little.
Perhaps we need also tolerate the talented
maverick or loner who does not quite "fit"
into our professiqnal associations or prove
to be the most efficient intra-coflege committee member. Perhaps an easeful bar-

mony created by several like-minded
people is not the goal we should seek in
trying to establish a stimulating faculty
environment.
' Of course none of this is to suggest that
we think Mr. Gray is lacking scholarly
qualifications or the ability to wo,rk harmoniously with his colleagues. We believe
the contrary has already been shown.
In closing, we reiterate that our purpose
has not been to upbraid nor harass the
committee, but merely to emphasize some
of Mr. Gray' s qualities. As ·younger faculty contemplating our futures, we are also
vitally concerned with the general philosophy and direction of the department and
college. We hope this letter will be accepted m the spirit intended: not one of contentiousness · but of desire for dialogue
which will ultimately secure mQre solidly
the foundations of the department.
Sincerely,
Harry White

Thomas Hoberg

Gerald Nemanic
P .S. We all admire Rocky and would personally like to see him retained.
However, this letter expresses our
professional judgments as. members
of this department. We invite members of the committee to speak with
us individually if they wish. We are
. , willing to cooperate with the committee in any way.

I
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POLLUTION & AUTOMOBILES
This week the PRINT transportation department talks about the automobile and air
pollution. Not onlv do we breathe the air
like everyone else (enough reason by itself
to worry about pollution) but the cars we
drive are, taken as a group, the single largest
polluter of the atmosphere in the world.
The question is whether or not we can do
. something about this without deciding to
never again go anyplace in a car. The first
thing that can be done is to reduce the number of cars on the road. Most cars can carry
four to six passengers comfortably but usually carry only one man to work. The "car
pool" can reduce the number of cars on the
road rather drastically.
Did you ever think of getting a tune-up?
After a tune-up your car runs more efficiently, that is it burns a higher percentage
of the gas that goes into the carburetor. The
more totally the gas is burned, the less unburned gas (the major automobile pollutant) . While you're at it, this also saves on
gas bills. A complete tune-up will also keep
the car from burning oil which also tends to
make Chicago's air less than perfect. The
federal government requires various devices on all new cars. It would be a good
idea to have these installed on your present
car. The cost isn't overly large (about $75 to
$125, or the same as a new set · of Midas
mufflers) and the effect on the air you and I
breathe is worth it.
So far we've discussed what you can do to
the car you already own. There is one thing
that Detroit could do to the standard reciprocating piston internal corpbustion engine. Remember the "turbo-charger" that
Corvair used to nave? Well, there is such a
thing as a "turbine turbo-charger." The
unburned gases in the exhaust are fed into a
single stage turbine which is used to propell _
the mechanism of a supercharger.
·
A supercharged engine is capable of putting out the same horsepower in an engine
half the size using only ¾ the gas. The result is a smaller engine using less gas in the
first place and using it totally. Whatever gas
doesn't burned by the engine itself is burned
by the turbine running the supercharger.
In fact, why bother with up and down
pistons in the first place? There is a form of
internal combustion engine known as the
"Wankel" or "rotary-piston" engine.

Without getting technical (We did that in
the last idea, or at least enough for one article) the "Wankel" is like a cross between
the standard piston engine and the turbine
engine (remember them? Chrysler Corp.
had a bunch of them running around on an
experimental basis a few years ago.) Suficeit to say that the engine is more efficient
(translate that as meaning that a higher percentage of gas is burned completely), smaller (less weight to carry so less engine needed
to carry it), and much simpler, which will
make your mechanic happy once he gets the
ha.ng of it because it will make it easier on
him.
•
If you want to go farther yet, the Turbine
engine produces less crud than any other
engine which gets its power by a direct
burning of some type of fuel. If you can get
a pollutionless source of heat (atomic energy, electricity, etc.) the steam car is an admirable choice. Even the old .ones were silent, fast, easy to operate once the boiler was
fired up, and economical.
An interesting thing is that when people
talk about atomic cars they really mean
steam, because on our ,atomic submarines
the actual motive power is steam with the
boilers fifed (and only fired) by atomic
energy; Tiiat's the only way developed so
far to utilize atomic energy tci run some
kind of engine.
What's keeping the world from developing batteries that hold more juice? The
main problem with electric cars is that they
have a very short range and for this reason
don't appeal to the man who travels great
distances.
Solar power? Maybe with storage "batteries for night driving? Compressed air?
There are a lot of exotic possibilities. There
are a lot of things that the auto makers
could do without getting too ridiculous. If
you would really like to be able to breathe
tomorrow, don't bother with Commonwealth Edison, get onto General Motors and their friends in "Motown" to start
building cars that don't spit poison out of
the pipes, try and run them efficiently, and
don't 'have just.one or two people in a six
passenger car.
Fred English
Future BMOC

DEAN RELEASES ADVISEMENT
RULES" "GROUND·
Dr. Randolph Hudson, Dean of the .College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, released
copies of the procedure for student advisement last week. The document is reprinted
here .
I. Prior to selecting a major field, students are to recei.ve academic advisement from a
counselor in the Guidance and Counseling Center.
2. Upon selecting a major field , students are to be assigned to a departmental advisor,
from whom they receive academic advisement until such time as they might change
major fields . Forms will be developed. by academic deans to be used for declaring or
changing a major.
.
3. Approval for extra hours of work, dropping or adding a course (within time rules) will
be obtained by a studentJrom his counselor in the Guidance and Counseling Center
or from his departmental academic advisor.
4. Deviations from established rules related to time limitations and procedures of general college policy will .be recommended to the Office of Vice President for Academic
Affairs and where appropriate, to Vice President for Administrative Affairs by the.
appropriate Dean and upon approval of this office will be process~d by the Records
Office.

Watch for
Terri Hart
•
coming
soon
on T.V.

Union of
Students
Thurs. D113
3:00
.

ATTENTION: 1970 COLLEGE GRADUATES
SOUTHWEST SUBURBAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
will have a representative on campus

CA.REER

DAY

with information about requirements, procedures
• and teachi_n g opportunities .

,

ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO SCHOOL BOARD
Teacher Recruitment Department
430 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60~11
Phone (312) 527-3200

Le Porte-Parole
Coin Francais
Le Porte-Parole
Coin Fr~ncais
Litteraire et artistique
"La Premiere Fleur Du Printemps"
Je suis une fleur
Je sens la chaleur du soleil
U ne brise souffle
Mon corps courbe
J'entends bouger autour de moi
Enfin, je m'eveille
·
Hellene
Lejour
.
Dans les rues ensoleillees
Blanc est blanc
Brun est brun
Rouge est rouge
Jaune est jaune.
La nuit
Dans les rues assombries
Toutes les ombres
Sont noires .
Renee

Etudes et profession
Beaucoup de jeunes s'imagine et sincerement que le bien le plus grand que l'on puisse
esperer sur terre consiste en une de ces situations influentes que l'on n'occupe que sur
presentation d'un diplome. Des tors, tout est subordonne a la reussite de l'examen qui
"ouvre toutes les portes." Pourtant, en quoi consistent les etudes faites dans les ecoles
actuelles? On essaie de faire passer sous les yeux de l'etudiant, tel un film de cinema. toutes
les ··connaissances desirables; jamais on ne. lui permet d'en approfondir une seule. II les
effleure toutes et n'en connait aucune. Sa seule ressource, devant ce flot qu'il n'assimile
pas, est la memoire, son suet but etant de pouvoir repondre aux questions de l'examinateur.
Mais quels sont les resultats d'un tel emploi des plus belles annees de l'adolescence?
L'experience le prouve lamentablement. Cette trappe que sont Jes etudes secoridaires
s'ouvre sous les pas de l'enfant vers l'age de treize ans. Des tors, la vie de famille ne lui
apparait plus qu'a travers un brouillard. Alors que son coeur et son intelligence sont
pleinement receptifs et qu'il devrait puiser au milfeu des siens les grands principes de
droiture, d 'amour, d'oubli de soi qui dirigeraient sa vie et l'affermiraient devant la tentatation, ii n'est que tres peu a la maison. Les parents eux-memes, pour le laisser plus libre
d'etudier, n'agitent pas devant lui les problemes familiaux et etouffent ainsi le developpement de son jugement pratique. Ils semblent inconscients du besoin de chaude affection
qu'eprouve l'adolescent et l'incitent ainsi a chercher ailleurs une nourriture pour son
coeur. Plus tard, se disent-ils, ii comprendra ...
Mais, plus tard, justement, ii n'aura pas appris comment resoudre les probiemes cte
l'existence et ii s'engagera a la legere dans le chemin le plus facile et non le plus droit, ses
parents rie lui ayant pas montre la.satisfaction apaisante du devoir accompli. II se trouvera
devant la vie avec un diplome in poche (s'il ·1•a.), mais souvent ·sans initiative, sans espe- .
ranee et sans Dieu. Or, sans cela, ii n'est pas possible de faire oeuvre bonne et durable. "Si
l'Eternel ne batit la maison, declarait l'auteur des Psaumes ( 127: I et 2), ceux qui la
batissent travaillent en vain; si l'Eterp.el ne garde La ville, celui qui la garde veille en vain.
En vain vous levez-vous matin, vous couchei-vous tard, et mangez-vous le pain de douleur;
ii en donne autant a ses bien-aimes pendant leur sommeil."
Extrait Des Ecrits de Maurice Tieche
VOCABULAIRE
ensoleillees - sun-lit
assombries - dim
ombre (f) - shadow
aboutir - to end at
au moyen de - by means of
ii va de soi - it goes without saying
facilite (f) - fluency
gouter - to taste
EDITORIAL
L'etude d'une langue etrangere ne doit jamais aboutir seulement a une connaissance de
la grammaire ou d'expressions utiles, ni meme a une facilite de langue, bein que ces chosesla ont du merite. Savoir une langue, c'est connaitre l'esprit·du peuple qui la parlent leurs
coutumes, leurs habitudes, leurs pensees, leur maniere de vivre. II faut gouter un peu leur
vie - d'une maniere ou d 'une autre. D 'abord, on devrait-lire attentivement la litterature,
essayant toujours de compreni:Ire la philosophie et la psychologie du peuple au moyen de
ces auteurs typiques. On devrait acheter des journaux et les lire, cherchant une meilleure
comprehe11sion de leur esprit. On devrait ecouter bien leur rriusique, la classique aussi bieri
que la contemporaine. On devrait etudier l'histoire du pays, pour comprendre comment ce
peuple est arrive a son etat actuel. Et bien sur, ii va de soi qu'on devrait se familiariser avec
la politique et l'economie du pays. Evidemment, ii y a aussi de la valeur pedagogique a
parl~r aux habitants d4 pays, a les poser des questions pour apprendre tout ce qu'on peut
sur leur pays natal.Seulement apres avoir fait l'etude de tous ses aspects, peut-on dire qu'on
sait bien une langue esfrangere et qu'on connait bien ceux qui la parlent.
Susap Cotteleer
Presidente du. Club Francais
Beaucoup de jeunes s'imaginent sincerement que le bien Ie-- plus grand que l'on puisse
esperer sur terre consiste en u.ne de ces situations influentes que l'on n'occupe que sur
presrietation. d'un diplome: oes tors, tout est subordonne a la reussite ·de l'examen qui
"ouvre toutes Jes portes." Pourtant, en quoi consistent les etudes faites dans les ecoles
actuelles? On essaie de faire passer sous les yeux desirables; jamais on ne Jui permet d'en
approfondir une seule. II les effleure toutes et n'en cortnait aucune. Sa seule ressource,
devant ce flot qu'il n'assinii"Ie pas, est la memoire, son seul but etant de pouvoir repondre
aux questions de l'examinateur.
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EVANSTON GROUP STRIVES FOR SELF-HELP
by Susan Concordet

Thrasher, Alton and four friends formed
the non-profit North Shore Development
Corporation. After recruiting members,
The North Shore Development CorpoAlton and the other officers puzzled over
ration is a group of 100 low income black just how to achieve their goal, low cost
families in Evanston who want a decent
housing,
place to live. The story of how they have
First they would need money. Having
tried to help themselves begins with the
nothing of their own, they would have to
anger and frustration of Alto n Belcher.
ask foundations, businesses, and charities
Like many of his neighbors, Alton's life
for outright grants. No one doubted that
has been a restless search for a worththe money wasn't there to be had.
while identity. Suspended from Evanston
Next they would need a plan. Taking
schools at eight, running wi't h a gang in
the direct route, they considered borrowChicago, spending a year in juvenile prising funds from a mortgage company who
on for. swiping a purse, dropping out of
would then package a - housing develEvanston 1-{igh School at sixteen, joining
opment--providing architect, engineer, and
the Army, doing time for burglary, shifting
construction company. In this federal
from job to job, Alton kept struggling
housing scheme, the money collected from
against the pressures of being black and
sale or rental of housing would pay the
poor. But it wasn't all losing; by looking
principal of the loan, while the Governand listening he picked up skills working
ment would pay the interest. Unfortunateas a crane operator, a machinist, and then
ly, this program would require a large
a shoe store manager. Today he sells Gilnumber of housing units . More land and
lette Blue Blades, a job that fits his fightmore money would be needed tha)l the
ing temperament and need to ~in.
Corporation could hope · to find . They
In 1965 he married, and, after a fruitless
dropped this plan but never completely
attempt to settle in Denver, Alton, Rosa,
abandoned it.
and their baby headed back to Evanston
Next they explored the possibilities of a
and moved in with his family. Soon, the
small business venture that would give
landlord, worried about overcrowding,
them.management training on-the job and
threatened to evict everyone if Alton and
also, allow them to put profits into a housRosa did qot leave. Alton describes this
ing fund. They proposed to buy a hardsituation in September, 1966, as his first
ware store franchise and locate it in the
real awakening to being a black man in
black community; because one of the
America.
members had experience · in this field. But
Fighting mad, he went to Rev. Davis of
with some thought they realized that the
Bethel Church, the slickest and most vocreason there are no hardware stores in the
al black leader in Evanston at the time.
area is that blacks generally don't J;,uy
Alton decided to dramatize his plight by
power tools, mowers, and the other gadcamping out with his family (Rosa was by
gets of the Sunday handyman in suburbia.
now very pregnant with their second
Soon an opportunity came their way.
child.) in downtown Raymond Park, a
Theodore King offered to sell his small
grassy mall surrounded by Evanston's
excavating, wrecking, and carting comlargest churches. Rev. Davis got the tent
pany, King's Trucking, for $10,000 so that
and ,notified the press. By nightfall, as his
he could retire. To sweeten the deal, he
story played on Chicago television, Alton
promised to stay on for a year without pay
had a new apartment in south Evanston,
in order to instruct the Corporation memcourtesy of a black realtor who had preber.s in their new business.
viqusly refused help.
With the aid of a NA W lawyer, the offiBut good times did not last. In April,
cers wrote a proposal asking for $42,500
1969, Alton and his family, the new baby
to purchase King's Trucking and expand it
only five days old, were evicted from their
with more men and equipment into a small
Barton Ave. apartment. The landlord, a
construction firm . Because of their
Jamaican, decided to bring some relatives
tax-exempt status, they believed they
up from the islands and needed the room.
could operate at a low profit margin and
Again there was nowhere to go. , Alton
successfully bid for projects in· Evanston.
called City Hall and threatened to camp in
While they would probably have to carry
Fountain Square, a memorial to war dead,
the business along by trucking, they hoped
at the center of Evanston's main shopping
that their low profit firm might encourage
district. The City acted fast, moving Alprivate or public developers to build low
ton's family into "emergency housing" on
cost housing.
·
property which it owns at 1013 Sherman.
Full of hope, Altoh and the Corporation
For this tiny four room cottage, sandofficers took their proposal to the white
wiched between a dilapidated frame house
establishment. It seemed to Alton that Elin front and the "el" tracks behind, Alton
mer Brooke, public relations director of
pays $115 a month.
Contract Materials, a large construction
Why did Alton take such desperate acsupply company, was very optimistic
tion to find a place to live? In Evanston
about impressing his superiors with the
housrng whether for sale or for rent is at a
Corporation proposal. Several months after their meeting, Alton received a check
critical . premium. Little new housing is
being built because of the high cost of for $200, "stamp money."
re-developing property .. (Almost no land
During discussions with Alton and
• remains without existing structures.) Few
NA W staff, Dr. William Kerr,
families leave Evanston, · while the popu~
Vice-President of Business Affairs,
Northwestern University, flatly denied a
lation steadily increases due to natural
grant of land--i!l particular, a block of
growth and an influx of people from the
run-down housing on Maple Street that
Chicago metropolitan area. Inflation,
the Oniversity has sche.<fuled for demolihigh taxes, and a low vacanqr ratio add
tion and development as student housing.
up to a seller's and a landlord's market.
While the destruction of black housing
This situation intensifies the problems caused by University expansion is a burn:
of blacks who have a much lower average ing issue between Northwestern and the .
income than whites, and are, therefore, community, Dr~ Kerr angrily rejected quiless able to pay high rents, or big mortgage et demands for reparation:
· ·
payments. It also tends to maintain the
Mrs. Sawers, budget, cl\airm1,1p pf the
black community within the well-defined United Fund, promised Alton and the •
bou~daries of cent;al .and west Evanston, Corporation any money they received
Here 78% of Evanston',s 10-.J3,000 blacks over. the'ir $500,000 1969 goal. But in this
live (estimated 1970 census). Here stand inflationary year, the Fund ' managed to
the oldest houses and the majority of des- · colle,c t only $400,()Q0,. D«r.eply s oncerned,
ignated .substandard units. Originally most Mrs. Sawers pleaded witli 'the 1 Executive
were single family dwellings, but today Committee to approach private donors
they are divided into apartments and ren- . and friends on ,behalf o.f t~e ; Cm:por~ti_o n.
ted out, causing the greatest incidence of " Committee members i respondeo · with
overcrowding in the city·.
serious doubts about the Corporation pro-'
Faced with these circumstances, an in- posal. The construction firm, they remark' <tignant Alton approached Neighbors a~ . ed, was likely to fail because no one had
Work, the local OEO office, with his idea · professional training or experience either
of low income blacks building their own in construction work or in the managehousing. Guided by NA W director, Al ment of a business.

So far, wherever they have gone, Alton
and the Cfirporation members have found
no one willing to invest in their dream. As
an NA W staff worker commented, "of
course an investment in their construction
firm could never make good business
sense, just good social sense."

"With all the talking, nobody is sincere," Alton said bitterly.
"What will you do in the future, if you
still can't find help? I asked. He crossed
his strong arms on his chest and his voice
gre_w tight as he answered, "I'm not at the
pressure P(!int yet."

MEl)IA THEATER OPENS
ON STAGE
The Theater of Phynance will .present
"Theater in .Media" 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.,
Mondays starting March 16, at 2261 N.
Lincoln. Admission is $1.
The program will be a practical demonstration of the dramatic nature of media
through the showing of Phynance's work
on television, film and radio. It will include a television short film, a film spoof,
a radio play, a fumetti and a live one-act
which uses slides and tapes instead of sets
and props.

Fumetti, comic strips using photographs
instead of drawings, have never before
been taken seriously as a dramatic form.
The Theater of Phynance is the only
multi-media community theater in the
world. It is an affiliate of the non-profit
Community Arts Foundation, an organization developed to establish dialogue between the community and.the arts.
"Theater in Media" will continue performances until the end of April. For reservations call 525-.1052 or 477-6972.

HARRIS BANK SEEKS HELP
The Harris Bank is seeking temporary
employees for a special project which will
take place between April 13 and June L
The peak will begin about April 16 and
will begin to s1,1bside around the middle of
May. A variety cif jobs are available from
clerical assignments to experienced customer service representatives. Any students who are interested and who would
be available for at least four weeks should
contact the Harris Bank either by tele-

phone or through a personal interview.
The people to contact are Mildred Sass at
461-5323, and Norman Corban at
461-5320, both located in the Harris
Bank's new operation center at 311 West ,
Monroe on the Second Floor.
·
These dates will preclude the employment of anyone ·r egistering for the summer
session. The Harris Bank tells us there is
no possibility of the work extending beyond June L ·

Press Release

.CLANCY BROTHERS IN
ST. PATRICK'S SHOW
One thing is sure in Chicago around St.
Patric~•s Day -- the rousing Clancy Brothers will be back on the beat. They will do
one big whopping show, Saturday, March
14, 8:30 P.M. at the Opera House, and
they come direct from a tour of Ireland
and Scotland.
Tommy, Pat, Bobby and Liam -- the
four effervescent, romantic, poetic and
rythmic brothers -- wili be backed instrumentally by bearded Finbar and Eddie

Furey, two ridiculously-good musicians
who play weird flutes, bagpipes, anything
that will make music .
Tickets are ·$6, $5, $4 and $3, available
at the box office or at all Ticketron Centers, in Marina City, Marshall Field and
Company, Montgomery Ward and Crawford stores.
Columbia Records has their top-selling
album, "Flowers in the Valley."

IRANIAN IMPORTS

ON SALE
Sheepskin Jacket & Vest
wilh Embroidered Border
761-3669

7005 N. SHERIDAN ROAD

CHICAGO, ILUNOIS 60626

lat SHOWING

-::1:PJ'..._......,..::,,~•cOMPUTE

ff
SAMURAI
-;r WARRIORS
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CtASSIFIED

WITCHCRAFT CONCERT .
COMING

LSA NAMES OFFICERS,
COMMITTEES

l:oven, a group which practices and
On stage before an audience, the memsings about the Occult Art of Witchcraft, bers of The Covenn who are all dressed in
will appear here on Thursday, March · 19, _ black, weave actual witchcraft symbols
aIJd rituals into their act. Throughout their
at l :00 p .m., in the College Auditorium.
The group, which first started per- show, which features original songs relatforming together in 1964, began to in- . ing to witchcraft, they make use of such
corporate · witchcraft into its act in props as inverted crosses, black candles
mid-1968. This was one of the first times and holders, chalices, skulls, and the Goat
· practitioners of the art had publicly prac- of Mendes (symbol of the Black Sabbath).
ticed their beliefs and rituals.
The concert, part of a program of conThe Coven, however, do perform songs
tinuing service to the community, is free
unrelated to their beliefs both on record
and everyone is invited to attend .
and on stage.

Lamda Sigma Alpha's elections for this
year resulted as follows :
OFFICERS:
President - Kathy Brennan ;
Vice-President- Denise Grouzard ;
Recording Secretary - Terry Merkel;
Corresponding Secretary - Sandie
Schaeffer, and
Treasurer - Pam Osucha.

SOCIAL COMMITTEE:
Chairman - Cheryl Gibbs,
Linda Boquist,
Pam Leniart,
Adele Pitts, and
NISC's Forensics Union participated in
the Gateway tournament at St. Louis UniKaren Vaisvillas.
the Owen Coon Memorial Debate tournaversity in St. Louis, Missouri .
CHARITY COMMITTEE:
ment Feb. 6, 7 and 8 at Northwestern UniThe debate team of Ted Demos and DenChairman - Terry Dusynski,
versity. Evanston . The team of Ted Demos
nis McSweeney won an award of superior
Sue Makurat,
and Dennis McSweeney was accompanied
for debate . Dennis McSweeney and Ma rty
Sheila Robson and
by Miss George Foster, Forensic's director . Zelenietz won awards of superior for exSueTarsa.
The Owen Coon Memorial debate is one of temporaneous speaking . Elaine Gertler and
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE:
the country's oldest and most respected
Ted Demos received awards of superior in
Chairman - Nancy Clare,
tournaments. A school must receive an inoratory. Ted Demos also placed third in the
Mary Alice Cuny,
vitation to participate in the tournament.
oratory competition out of 36 schools.
Eileen Donahue and
• Northeastern was honored with the inFeb. 20 and 21 found Demos and
Marilee Meyers.
.
vitation considering the NISC Forensics
McSweeney with Miss George Foster at the
CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE:
Union is only two years old .
Huskie Tournament at Northern Illinois
Chairman - Marilee Meyers,
· NISC's team debated teams from the
university at DeKalb. NISC won debates
Pat Anderson and
University .of Michigan, Michigan State,
from the University of Wisconsin, ElSharon McDowall .
Georgetown, Northwestern, the University
mhurst college, Coe College and Loras ColMIXER COMMITTEE:
of California at Berkeley and Augustana.
lege.
Chairman - Sue Tarsa,
One week later . Ted Demos, Dennis
The Forensics Union's next tournament .
Marge Smith,
McSweeney, Elaine Gertler and Marty
is the Interstate Debate Tournament at
George Schmalz and
Bradley University in Peoria on March 12
Zelenietz along with Mis~ Nancy RichardDiana Tluczek.
through 14.
·
son, assistant director of Forensics, went to
PLEDGECOMMITTEE: ·
Pledge Mother - Barb Rothgery
Carol Madormo
Connie Meitz
Dee Schwabe
Bernie Serwa
HISTORIAN:
"Thieves Carnival", a nonsense-filled spa. The blase and haughty dowager of the
Sue Makurat
comedy about a trio of pixilated crooks, by family is clever enough to spot her guests as
the outstanding French playwright of the devotees of larceny, but she pretends to recmid-twentieth century, Jean Anouilh, will ognize in their leader an old beau_ of her
be presented at Northeastern in the Little youth in order to pass them off on her husTheatre. The comedy will open Friday, band. For, thieves or not, she finds them
March 13, and run the 14, 18, 19, 20, and more entertaining than the usual run of
people she meets.
the 21 at 8:30 P.M.
In the play, directed by David Unumb,
Its plot is merrily concerned with a series
of deceits and counter-deceits, and tells of a the three friendly felons will be portrayed
trio of ridiculous thieves. who manage to , by Tad Hryniewicz, Larry Raymer, and Ed
become house-guests of a fabulously Szyblik, all from Chicago, and Lady Hurf
wealthy, extremely bored British family will be played by Dorothy Goldberg from ·
. vacationing at Vichy, the famous French Skokie .

NISC Debates At Northwestern

Stageplayers Present
··1,hieves Carnival" Comedy

EXPERIMENT AL
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Now TWO Locations -

~

~·-·

-

NORTH & OLD TOWN
.

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 oz. Pitcher of Seer $1.75
LIGHT OR DARK

❖:•:

····•··

PROGRAM

POSITION
AVAILABLE
Students interested m workmg on the
crisis phone at Read Zone Center as a
experimental program project please
contact Dr. Pribyl at 794-3663 today.
Additional informatlbn may be obtained in office 521.

t :n ."'1111I 11n<I ( .'oz.-. ·

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE -RI BS
To eat here or take out

Bratwurst & other " great "
Charcoal Broiled Items

Modest Prices
COCkTAILS & HOT DRiNt<S

1447 N. Wells

664-2393

Berne
Jewelers -- Gifts

~

Wholesale&
Discount
foes
airing3312 West Bryn
MawrAve.

~

11)~,,~

2~

The Ad Manager is very Spaethed out.
Squirt: (again} Remember the Embassy.
17 will get you 20. Love Annie
JOHN : CHECK IN WITH MOMMY AT 11 :00.
What is the Union of Students?
N .U. Women's Liberati on and Gag Liberation
sponsor ci teach out, Sunday March 8, 6 :00 P.M.
at Business Bldg·., 1912 Sheridan, Evanston . Free.
Randy : Congratulations on your engage,:nent.
Chris : Do you want to go sunbathing? Sharon
Rick: The Navy wants you.

Dave Green take.s all credit for the new!!!!!! Kee
Kee Brown Fan Club. for future details, contact
Dave down in the Print Office.
Landscap·i ng ; Cheap. See Mel in Campus Planning .
Your ,car need .a tune-up? Ask for Dave 267-4443.
Classifieds are free in the Print.
Students who paid for Health Insurance in January,
please pick up your cards in room G-138, Health
Service.
·
All out for the Peace Festival in Toronto. Come down
to the Print office to sign up for transportation .
Dear Mondo : Do you have a mustache because
you are a cryptic mystic, or, are you a cryptic
rTiystic because you have a mustache?
GRONK!!!!!!!!!!!
Wanted : Twenty thousand dead Vietnamese
civilia~s. Contact Gen . lewis B. Hershey.
Help, I' m being heli prisoner in the classified section of the PRINT.
King Charles is on undercover member of women ' s
liberation.
Wanted: Serious ·classifieds. Bring them to E-45.
Sulfer-dioxide is a good high .
Mayor Daley is an undercover member of the
Communist Party.
For good reading, read the N.I.S .C. Telephone
Directory.
For sale : '60 pncoln with steering wheel with habit
of falling off, doors that don' t work, powe.r windows
that don't wor.k, No radio antenna, worn out engine, gets four miles to a gallon, and two weeks to
a quart of oil, many other features . Price: One
bag of pea·nuts or best offer. Contact M .P. PRINT
office, E-45.
For sale: '68 Chevy with no transmission, bre,;ks
down once a month and spends next three .weeks
in shop. Good transportation for the other six
days. Many salient features . Contact M.P. PRINT
office E-45.
Conrad is one cop to watch out for.

Wanna bet?

;:;:;::

~~~t·•·•·=·•·•·=·•·= -. ---------_:__:_ -·- .•. _._._:_._:_ ·~ _;_:_:_:.::::::::·: =:=·=•=·=·=·=·. ·=·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·:=· ·=·=·--=·=·--=·=·:: ·::.:•:--.-.-.-.-:.-:·::·. ·:
~

Squirt : H.o w's the water?
Watch for the Russian Road Rally. R.C.

What the heck are you doing reading this junk
when there are better ihings to read in the PRINT.

AMPLE FREE PARKING

973-0990

Blue Cross/ Blue Shield wallet I.D . cards are now
9vailable in Health Service.
·

G .C . is a card shark.

Open from lunch till 2 A . M
7 days a we•lc

27 41 W. Howard St.

"How do you dew?"

The food in the cafeteria is darn good. Richard J.
Daley

PtTCHERS OF BEER
COMPUMENTARY PEANUTS

:;:;:;:

cont'd from page-5

R.B. contact your folks at 616-947-5550 .

T Su'

Whats with Richard J. Daley, Richard J. Ogilvie,
and Richard M . Nixon I'm begining to think that
the name Richard is cursed .

.WE have What
YOU Need#

Adam was an apple-polisher; . ·
B.S. is merely after the body of S.R. not her mind.

Student
Discount

P·latonic relationships aren't all
their main trouble.

RICH'S
, HOBBYVILLE
3838 N. Cicero Ave.
Chicago, Ill

545-0271

f"** ed

up . •That's

Help F. English's English
Is it true that a key on the IBM Keypunch Machines
(located in the basement) labelled '.'MC" siands
for "Mondo Crypto?"

Dear "dim": Glad to see you exercising the use of
free classifieds in the PRINT --- Signed : mg.
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There are Three
-Top Forty
Radio Stations
in Chicago/and
--Only WEXI Is STEREO!
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The big SWITCH is on!
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catch WEXl'S FIFTH DIMENSION
All Night Concert, 9 pm.to 6 am
this Saturday Night
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High-ho, your intercontinental ballistic Don't Jet biting problems give you the jaws.
mystic here ready io lay some early warning
CANCER: Your connection with the
on your futures. But first, how about some- duodenum suggests that this is your chance
thing new to think about? Well anyway my
to get things moving.
board of directors has asked me to seek out
LEO: Ken Davis tells me that the Ear is
new wizard talent by means of a nationwide
the nicest part of the body so I've connected
contest. Yes, you too can become an omit with all you Leoites.
niscient, benevolent, respected and otherVIRGO: A nice follow to the Ear is obwise wealthy, infinite, mystic and itenerant
viously the tongue which leads me, as well
garage door salesman just like your Uncle as a lot of people, to believe that some tasty
· Mondo. All you have to do is go down to
morsel will walk into your kitchen and eat
·
your local novelty and magic store, locate your stew.
the real ow ner and ·tell him in 500 words or
LIBRA: Your organ this week is a FAR~
less what "My horoscope means to me" and FISA. My organ this week is a VOX. Tohe'll tell you in 4 words or less what you gether we could make beautiful music.
mean to him. But, if you should find our
SCORPIO: Your part of the body this
cucky "roving roving" a nd tell him what week is your business. I'll not go into it any
you told the nice man down the block you
further . ·
will become eligible to enter the Mondo
SAGITI ARIUS: Did you ever meet a
Crypto look alike contest. First, you can tell
navel you <-9idn't like? Navels are very
our "roving .rover" because he will be stable. Once they've done their thing they
·
wearing a nifty blue suit with a hat with a just lay there and dig it.
checkerboard band. By the way, once you
CAPRICORN: Your part is the postenter the M .C.L.A.C. (Mondo Crypto Look erior. Get down to the seat of the problem
Alike Contest) all you have to do is look and put an end to it.
alike. But friends (and Lovers) there is an
AQUARIUS: Your body aspect is the
easier way. Yes, for only one thin piece of American Tribal Love-Rock covering,
paper and one good lick of the envelope yott
hair. Talk to your hair, introduce your hair
to others. In general, give your hair a fun
too can eliminate all this bother by dropping off your essay in E45 in the catacombs week.
PISCES: The liver is your "icky" this
of NISC. Remember, write 500 words orless on the topic "What Mondo Crypto week and that's exactly what you should
become, a liver, not an "icky."
Means" or you can choose an alternate topic (if you don't care about•winning) and that
By the way Mondo is very hungary and
before he goes to J .P.'s for din-din he just
is to write 500 words or less on the topic
" Regional Food Preferances of the domes- wants to say, with all due modesty, that
M .C . is the LONGEST RUNNING COLtic chincilla."
UMN IN TDE HISTORY OF THE
Before I get busted for conspiring to incite journalism I'd better get on with your NISC PRINT (Applause) having outrun
futures. I knew a guy w_ho used to get on Conrad Pitcher by over 7 issues . In honor
with every little snip of a .... well, anyway. · of this Mondo will go out and flash a police
This week's subject, parts of the body.
man on the Lake Street El. (We all get our
Woopies as we can). See you next week with
ARIES: Your gland this week is the panbig number 28. In honor of this great achcreas. This suggests that you should not be ievment M.C. has taken it upon himself to
secretive.
write · one of his lousiest columns. If you
TAURUS: Teeth control your week. can't get it free ... buy.

,S ocialist
Bulletin

by Hal Bluethman

CBS News has begun a series of regular reports on pollution of the environment and
they began with these facts:
I) Scientists agree that we are coming to a life/death crisis in the continuing pollution of
the environment.
2) America makes up 6% of the world population, we consume ½ of the world's
produce, and we make½ of the world's environmental pollution!
3) 2,500,000,000 is belched into the air and water by America.
Some· are shrugging ' off the pollution issue as just the "in-thing" to be against.
Obviously, it is more than that if you value life at all. That good job you're seeking after
college won't seem so important when you're choking to death on the way to the bank.
If we agree that a movement against pollution and in favor of doing all possi ble to
ensure a livable environment for human and animal life is useful and necessary, then read
on. If not, bury·your nose in a comic book.
·
The form of movement has taken thus far has been one of demonstrations and
individual protests. People have begun picketing in various areas !\Cross the country and
some are delaying payment of their bill s to Commonwealth Edison as a protest to tha t
company's vast "contribution" to air pollution.
It is a movement that thus far is independent of the Democratic and Republican parties.
This is a point in its favor. The people in the movement have little trust in these two
capitalist part,es that have made a profession of speaking out of both sides of their
mouths.
The problem with this movement is that the people behind it see the issue as an apolitical one . They see pollution as something everyone should be interested and concerned
about, but this is · as far as their analysis goes . As the attacks from the government grow
more numerous against the black and anti-war movements it stands to reason that others
would seek a relatively "safe" issue - something that won't offend anybody - and it is
within this context th_at the anti-pollution movement has taken the tone it has .
The wide support the movement is getting is reflected in the favorable coverage given
to it in the news media. The fact that CBS has chosen to report on it on a continuous
basis, the fact that all stations are doing specials on pollution illustrates this point.
But this movement is not apolitical. It is not apolitical no matter how much the present
people within it would like it to be so. Pollution is one more proof of the decadent state the
capitalist system has fallen into. It is another proof of the fact that this system meets
people's needs (I'd say healthy air to breathe is a need) second, and seeks profits first.
Pollution is not something that popped out of the air-in and of itself-only a year or so
ago. It is the result of-years and years of neglect on the part of ·both the government and
the companies that the government represents. It is a result of the pollution created by
military-industrial complex that is omnipotent. The politicalization of those entering the anti-pollution movement will occur because
merely looking at the pragmatic facts does not get to the crux of the issue : the system
which has created this immense problem. It is the same system which has us in·v olved in
Vietnam, that may soon involve us in a war in Laos or Thailand, that has allowed racism
and poverty to exist.
Various politicians have suggested youth is not being "constructive in its dissent." So
let us be constructive:
100% tax on all companies found to be major polluters!!
An all-out government program to eliminate pollution!!
Suspend all activ!ties by the military which add to pollution!!

HERE

the

DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

WALL
For ad
STREET
information
JOURNAL
cal-I

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the W•ek
ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W.__f>ETERSON (PETERSON UULASlill

I

588-9365
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I • TUNE-UPS
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• TRANSMISSIONS
• BRAKES RELINED
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYTEMS
• HANDWASH
• TIRES - BATTERIES

588-9850

-1

583-4050
ext. 270

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIG IKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
-& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLEI:> UNITS

THE FLIP SI.DE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFICE
...
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AUTO AIR CONDITIONING

now available
at the
Kimball-Bryn Mawr
news stand

;,·

~
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STEREO I..P .'s-$3.19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAi. I..P. 's-$1 .00
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Above: crowd sits spellbound as game nears conclusion.
Below: NISC's dismay as CSC sinks final bucket .
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CROWDS VISIT HOMECOMING
by Dave Green
Over seven hu ndred people crowded into the Gymnasium last Friday
night for the H omecoming game with the Chicago State Colonels. The loud ,
excited crowd tried to c heer the Eagles on to victory but it was all in vain as
Chicago State held off a late Eagle surge to win 90-88 . The loss only was a
momertt a ry pause in the good time that was being had by those North- eastern students who were present.
The fe sti vi ties had started the day before with a fun-nite and bonfire ..
Many people were di sappoi~ted by the turnout for the bonfire even though
rain threatened to quelch the whole thing. Those brave few who showed up
watched Mr. Kane and Mr. Ziagos ignite the fire . It blazed up to

respectable size, fed largely by an old door and old newspapers. One of the
more exciting moments came when representatives of the PRINT tossed in
a couple of bundles of dated PRINTs and the cold, wind-blown crowd came
to life and let out a hearty cheer.
The wind was blowing at a stiff clip and it was blowing hot ashes toward
the cars parked along the B wing. The Fire Department representative, who
was supervising the affair declared the fire dangerous and it would have to
be extinguished. Some.people stayed around to see the fire hosed down, but
by the time the last flames were gone everybody had hustled inside to the
warmth of the Gym. Fun-nite continued, and around the school some of the
clubs and organizations were hard at work constructing the homecoming
floats that would.be paraded on Friday night.
Those same people were putting the final finishing touches on their floats
minutes before the start of the parade. The parade started, the floats went

by, the judges watched, cameras flashed and the hall in fro nt of t he
Auditorium became crowded with onlookers . The clubs that e ntered t he
float contest were vy ing for the first place plaque and all the honor attac hed
to that plaque. T he winners of the competition were announced at half-time
of the bas ketball game a nd ARO sorority came o ut on top. T he re was a tie
for second place betwee n the Ph ysical Health Club a nd the Spa ni sh C lub.
Las t year's winne r, LSA, didn't place this yea r to the disappo intme nt of
ma ny of the sisters.
Everyone then filed into the gymnasium in time to catch the last few
minutes of the frosh-soph game. That ga me fini shed up with our frosh
beating the Chicago State fro sh by a siza ble score . The varisty teams then
came out and warmed up and after the Colonels were introduced the entire
Eagle team was introduced. Bronko Jovic was in the starting lineup while
playing in his last game in a Northeastern uniform .
The game started and it looked as if the Golden Eagles would roll right
over the Chicago State team. The Colonels fought back and were able to get
a lead on the Eagles at the end of the half which they never relinquished.
This was despite a valiant comeback attempt by the Eagles which fell two
points short as two shots in the last few seconds rolled off the rim.
Almost immediately after the final buzzer sounded "The Six," the group
that was to play for the mixer kicked off the music and dancing. Many
people stayed for the mixer which featured dance contests and other
festivities. The mixer was over around 11 :00 and with that Homecoming for
1970 was over.

BASEBALL GETTING
UNDER WAY

A study of Coach Gulan - the agony and
the ecstasy.

Northeasterns Baseball team will be holding tryouts in an
attempt to find new talent in the school. Any full-time
student can come to the gym on March 16th at 3:00 PM .
The team is coached by Mr. Hale and is coming off a very
successful season last year. They played a fall schedule of
games and won them all. This year the season starts on April

Day

Date

Wed.

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

Fri .
Tues .
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Sat.
(Spring Trip)
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues. "
Wed.
Sat.

*

1
3
7
9
10
11
14
16
18

April 22
April 23
April 25
April 28
April 30
May 1
May2
May4-8
May9
May 12
May 14
May 15
May 16
May 19
May20
May 23

1st with the Eagles playing St. Procopius.
The team will compete against schools in the area. Northwestern, Circle, and IIT are in our schedule. The team will
want to take off right where they left off last year and if you
want to be part of it, go see Coach Hale and go to the tryout
on the 16th.

Opponent

Place

Time

St. Procopius
Northwestern (2)
Illinois Tech.
Univ. of Ill . Circle
Niles College
Univ. of Chicago (2)
Lewis College
Aurora College
Lake Fores t (2)

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
12:30
3:30
3:30
12:30

Memphis State Univ.
Memphis State Univ.
Christian Brothers (2)
Univ. of Ill . Circle
Illinois Tech.
Niles College
Kendall College (2)

Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Home
Home
Home
Home

2:30
2:30
1:00
3:30
3:00
3:00
1:00

CHICAGOLAND COLLEGE CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
Chicago State (2)
St. Procopius
Lewis College
MacMurray College
· MacMurray College (2)
Concordia College
Judson College
College of Lake County (2)

Home
Home
Away
Jacksonville, Ill.
Jacksonville, Ill.
Home
Home
Away
Bob Hale, Coa.ch

12:00
3:00
3:30
3:30
12:00
3:30
3:30
1:00
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IN THE MEAN TIME,
IN BETWEEN TIME

/ ____
· _R_ep_o_r_t-'"'

Basketball
'69-'70
We ll . sports fa ns. as pro mised las t wee k I will wrap up the 1969-70
N ISC Basketball season this week. The box that ad ve rtised this co lumn
was as much a surprise to me as it was to so me of the fans out the re. It
see ms that some tho ught I wouldn 't bother to say anything a bout the
team . Well those people are being prove n wrong again. Here it is fo lks.
The Northeastern Golden Eagle Basketball Team finished up thei r
season last Friday night by losing a close ga me to Chicago State, 90-88.
This put their season record at seven ·wins a nd sixteen loses.
The tea m, howe ver, looked better in losing tha n they did in winning
thei r first game of the seaso n aga inst Kenda ll College. In that first ga me
the team played sloppily a nd onl y won because Kenda ll was even more
shoddy than the Eagles.
Before the season had started Coach Gulan had some grave res.e rvations about the schedule that his team would be playing. He said it was
tougher than any a NISC team had ever faced. Combine this with the fact
that not many players were returning from last year's team and that this
was Coach Gulan's first season at the helm of the Eagles and things in fact
did look gloomy for NISC basketball.
After the initial uplift of the Kendall win the Eagles ran into a losing
slump that stretched for five games. In this streak the team had two opportunities to win l;lnd let them slip through their grasp. In the third game
of the season after a loss to the University of Dubuque, they lost a game in
the final seconds to Judson. A Northeastern player was detected over the
retaining line in the free-throw lane which nullified points that would
have given the Eagles an edge tough for Judson to make up. Judson was
able to put some more points on the board and finally win 77-74. The
other game was at the McKendrie Tournament against Harris Teachers
College. Many of the players thought they should have won this one.
Northeastern just played a downright bad game. The Harris game had
been preceeded with losses at the hands oflIT and Edwardsville . With this
as a start the first part of the Basketball season was over.
·
(For my sake, I have split the season into three parts . The first part is the
first six games, the second the next twelve and the third the last five . If you
can't understand that, I am not making myself very clear, but that's
nothing new .)
In the second part of the season the Eagles played their best basketball
of the year. For these twelve games their record was 6-6. This part of the
season includes two wins over Roosevelt University (In one, played on our
home court, N ISC scored more points than it ever had before as they beat
Roosevelt I 14-8 6) .
The team traveled up to Minnesota and Albert Lea College to play in
their Tourney. After losing their first game in the tourney they played
C hica go State a nd wo n in overtime. The tea m returned to Chicago to pl ay
a game with the same C hicago State Colo nels on their home court. The
Eagles we re a ble to stay close for a bout ½ of that game but then the
Colo nels ca me to life and pulled away fro m t he N ISCe rs. The return
e ngageme nt with C hicago State was take n by the team from our siste r
sc hool. (Thi s set up last Fridays game against the Colo ne ls which the
Eagles lost.) Sq ueezed betwee n losses to Western Ill inois a nd Way ne
State the Eagles wo n a game agai nst St. Procop iu s.
T he Wayne State game was the o ne in which Keith Brown made his
now fa mous free-t hrow. T he n ca me t he Willia m Penn ga me in which the
Eagles put on t he sta ll and were able to outwait Will iam Penn in o ne
overti me a nd wi n 2 1-20 .
T he tea m t hen traveled to Lewis Co llege and fou nd thei r luck had
c hanged as they lost ha ndily to the Lewis College playe rs. After this game
came t he record breakin g game wit h Roosevelt. Riding alo ng after t his
victory the Eagles were ready for II T when they invaded the home cou rt
of Coach Gulan's players. The Golden Guys won but it took four overtime periods to do it. That had to be one of the most exciting games ever
played on the Northeastern court. (Don 't the last few sentences sound an
awful lot like Bill )
.
The last part of the season can be summed up in one sentence. The
Eagles lost their last five games. Thats the sentence and even saying that
they were playing some of their best ball doesn't reverse the fact that they
lost those games. Even going further and saying they should have won the
Loras College and Chicago State games still doesn't reverse the fact .
Well that wraps up the .1969-70 Basketball season for the Northeastern
Illinois State College Golden Eagles Basketball Team. All in all the season
wasn't as grim as it could have been. It seems stupid to say that with any
luck the Eagles could have played 500 basketball this season but I'll say it
anyway. I just said it. Coach Gulan runs his team and runs his team and
runs his team in the practice sess ions to get them into shape. He works his
team hard and gets them into condition so they will be able :o sustain
themselves late in the game. This may be part of the reason why the team
has been so successful in-overtime games this season. (They won three in
overtime and lost only one .)
Coming up on the calendar we see the Baseball season peaking over the
horizon and the Golf team starting their competitive play. Look for in
depth looks at these sports in upcoming issues.
Stick with those Sox.

BY MR. RON MIDDLETON

TUESDAY INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL DIVISION - FINAL

(GREEN DIVISION)
I. KNICKS
2. CHICAGO 8
3.NONAMES
4 . DERELICTS
5. THUGS
6. TKE'B'

5-0
4-I
3-2
2-3
I-4
0-5

(YELLOW DIVISION)
329 - 160 I . KOL VAS
237 - 221 2. METEORS
220 - 217 3. TKE'A'
204- 209 4 . HONEST 8
160 - 262 5. UNDERDOGS
131 - 222 6. DESTRUCTORS

5-0
4- I
3-2
2- 3
I - 4·
0-5

346- 187
270 - 234
273 - 195
264- 267
208 - 278
129- 298

THURSDAY INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL DIVISION - 1 GAME LEFT
(RED DIVISION)
I . POLISH MAFIA
2.COLTS
3. PENGUINS
4. AXE
5. BANDAIDES
6. PFACOCKS
7. MIDGETS

5-0
5-0
3-2
2-3
I-4
I-4
I-5

(BLUE DIVISION)
279 - 166 I. WARRIORS
271 - 162 2. PISTONS
228 - I 93 3. OLD TIMERS
147 - 144 4. HOT DOGS
177- 217 5. INDEPENDENT
161 - 234 6. FORBIDDEN
153 - 266 7. P. PENGUINS

5-0
5- 1
3-2
3-2
I-4
I-4
0-5

254- 158
252- 203
227 - 185
261 - ·1 97
228- 234
140 - 263
82- 204

That's all Folks! That is good-bye to the DERELICTS
(2-3), THUGS (1-4) and the TKE 'B' (0-5) of the Tuesday Green Division. The KNICKS (5-0) picked up first
place honors last week Tuesday defeating runner-up
CHICAGO 8 (4-1)) 69-52. NO NAMES (3-2) finished
third by sneaking past the THUGS 48-42. The
KNICKS, a playoff favorite, the CHICAGO 8, and the
NO NAMES wilt all represent the Green Division tomorrow in the playoffs.
In Championship form, the KOL VAS (5-0), winner of
the Yellow Division, bounced the METEORS (4-1) into
second place with an atrocious 70-33 victory. Also representing the Yellow Division will be the TKE •A' who
annihilated the DESTRUCTORS 53-15 last week. My
fondest farewell to the HONEST 8 (2-3), the UNDERDOGS (1-4), and the beloved DESTRUCTORS (0-5).
Thursday Red Division results from last week: POLISH MAFIA (5-0) over the heart broken AXE (2-3)
44-37; COLTS (5-0) trimmed the PENGUINS (3-2)
57-48 ; and the MIDGETS (1-5) winning their last game
36-28 o ver the featherle ss PEACOCKS.
Over in the Blue Division it went something like this:
the OLD TIMERS (3-2) kept their nlavoff hopes alive
with a solid victory over' the FORBIDDEN (1-4) 49-21;
the WARRIORS clinging to first place subdued the INDEPENDENTS 48-36 ; and the PISTONS won on forfe it over the " la te" PRINT PENGUINS.
Thu rsday Red-Blue Division s ended regular pla y yesterday maki ng way for the playoffs tomo rrow at I P.M.
Playoffs operate o n a single e limination sta tu s with the
first place team of each D ivision receiving a first round
bye . Stay tuned, fo r it won 't be long before we know who
our number o ne team is goi ng to be. Suggestion: why
do n't we have an Intramu ral All-Star team to pla y again st
the Intram ural Basketball C ha mpio n ?

u rn oa -.,:r s

!" m e Air rorce, out ne st ill reads PRI NT!

